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Investigations open after SIA cargo plane engine pod hits ground 
at Sydney Airport

An investigation has been launched by Australian authorities after

a Singapore Airlines (SIA) cargo plane's engine pod struck the ground

while landing at Sydney Airport. The incident took place last Thursday (Nov

28) as the Boeing B747-400 freighter aircraft "executed a go-around due to a

rejected landing", SIA said in response to CNA's queries. "During the go-

around, one of the aircraft’s engines made contact with the runway," it

Indonesian government to step up efforts to tackle radicalisation
among civil servants

The Indonesian government is stepping up efforts to combat what appears

to be growing radicalisation among civil servants, said Vice President

Ma’ruf Amin. In a 30-minute interview with CNA, he noted that the affected

civil servants were mostly radicalised in college, before they were

appointed public officers.―Some have been influenced at local colleges,

some abroad. So when they became civil servants, it was not identified

because it was not part of what was tested during the recruitment

process,‖ he said last Thursday (Nov 28).

Former British soldier charged with terror offences for ‘trying to 
join Kurdish fighters in Syria’

A former British Army soldier has been charged with terror offences for

allegedly planning to join Kurdish fighters in Syria. Daniel Burke originally

fought with the Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG) between late

2017 and June 2018. A court heard the 32-year-old was investigated by

counter terror police when he returned to the UK, but no action was taken

against him. But Mr Burke was arrested on 7 December in Dover and

added. Although the subsequent landing was "uneventful", engineers assessed the damage to the

aircraft and a decision was made to delay the outbound flight, SIA said. The plane was travelling from

Singapore to Sydney when the incident took place. There were two crew members aboard, with no

passengers.

accused of attempting to travel back to Syria, and helping another person make the journey to Iraq via

Spain. He is also accused of another terror offence for allegedly supporting former comrades in the YPG

with money and equipment through platforms including PayPal. A hearing at Westminster Magistrates’

Court on Friday was told he decided to return to Syria after Donald Trump pulled American troops out

Kurdish-controlled areas that had been retaken from Isis.

https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/Syria?CMP=ILC-refresh
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/ypg
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/isis
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Italy will not pour more taxpayer money into Alitalia - minister
Italy will not pump more public money into Alitalia, Industry Minister

Stefano Patuanelli said on Saturday, warning that the troubled airline

could shut down by mid-2020 without a buyer. Alitalia, which is losing 2

million euros (£1.7 million) a day, was put under a new temporary

administrator this month after a consortium of potential rescuers backed

out. Patuanelli was quoted as saying by Italian newspaper Il

Syria regime advances in Idlib, nine civilians killed
Regime forces have seized dozens of towns and villages in northwest Syria

from jihadists following days of violent clashes, fuelling an exodus of

civilians, a war monitor said Sunday.The fresh advances in Idlib came as

Russian warplanes continued to pummel the province's south, killing nine

civilians who were trying to escape the flashpoint area on Sunday, the

Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said.The ground

assault by loyalists of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's regime brings

them closer to capturing one of the largest urban centres in Syria's last

major opposition bastion."This push is an attempt to get closer to Maaret al-

Numan," Observatory head Rami Abdul Rahman told AFP.Residents of the

southern Idlib town flooded out of the area, fearing further advances, an

AFP correspondent there said.

NY Muslim Patrol Bullies Get Bullied Back by the Bloods
Members of New York’s Muslim Patrol recently became embroiled in a near-

explosive altercation outside the Masjid Taqwa in Brooklyn with members of

the Bloods, a notoriously violent gang. The Muslim Patrol gained international

attention in the fall of 2018 after several of its patrol cars — which look like

New York Police Department (NYPD) cars –were spotted in Brooklyn and

Staten Island. The Bloods are a violent African-American street gang known

for trafficking drugs and guns. This criminal organization has made national

headlines with targeted assassinations, drive-by shootings and deadly gun

battles with law enforcement.

Wishing all viewers a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

Saudi Student in New Mexico Arrested With Handgun & Hit List
A Saudi student in New Mexico arrested for illegal possession of a handgun had a hit

list of people he planned to kill. The list included professors at the University of New

Mexico, where he was an engineering student. Hassan Alqahtani, 27, who also

received his bachelor’s degree from UNM, turned himself in to authorities on Friday.

Alqahtani allegedly had a gun and wanted to buy other guns. The FBI received a tip

about Alqahtani’s illegal possession of a gun by a person who also reported that

Alqahtani had compiled a ―list of people who he wants to kill before he leaves the

U.S.‖

Messaggero that he had signed off a further loan of 400 million euros this week to keep the loss-making

carrier in business. "This is really the last state intervention for Alitalia," Patuanelli said adding that either a

buyer was found by mid 2020 or the company "would shut down―. The minister dismissed the possibility of

the loan being considered illegal state aid by the European Commission.
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